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Mark Abramson has spent over 20 years applying technology fundamentals to the successful
implementation of business solutions working as a technology expert in the area of systems design,
software architecture, and data analysis. His professional experience has led to a career of Investigative
Data Mining, which includes activities for security and criminal detection, Patent and Claims Analysis,
Prior Art Searches, and Expert Witness in computer litigation. Mark has participated in over 35 major
cases including one of the largest and longest computer software action cases in the industry.
Mr. Abramson has worked with Attorneys, Courts and Corporations across the country. His clients have
included major legal firms, governmental agencies as well as many smaller companies and the courts.
Mark has provided expert witness testimony in both state and federal courts. His knowledge and
experience also include Data Recovery Services. This encompasses high-level electronic discovery and
recovery for litigation and forensics, including computer forensics, expert testimony, email recovery and
tape recovery. He has been in the computer technology industry since 1981 and has successfully worked
with many Law Firms, Fraud Examiners, CPA Firms, Special Courts and Fortune 500 and 1000
enterprises.
Mr. Abramson has been directly responsible for the prevention of IP theft, thereby saving corporations
millions of dollars in lost revenue. This prevention of IP theft led to a legal case involving a very large
software company. The expert services provide to this client introduced evidence that identified the
original source of Prior Art language found in their most valued patents.
Mark Abramson has published many white papers on data analysis and data forensics and authored
articles and legal briefings on the area of computer forensics. He has been invited to edit some of the
leading publications on the area of Investigative Data Analysis and authored several technology related
patents.
Mr. Abramson is a noted speaker and lecturer having addressed many industry organizations on the topic
of Enterprise Data and Systems Analysis. As a respected Data Forensics Specialist in the legal
community he has presented Data Analysis concepts at some of the largest corporations in the country,
including DuPont, Oracle, Blockbuster and JP Morgan Chase.
Mr. Abramson holds an Associates Degree in Applied Technology from Rochester Institute of Technology
and a Bachelor of Science from the State University of New York

